Abstract-Human recognition through faces has elusive challenges over a period of time. In this paper, an efficient method using three matrix decompositions for face recognition is proposed. The proposed model uses Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) with Extended Directional Binary codes (EDBC) in one branch. Three matrix decompositions combination with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used in the other branch. Preprocessing uses Single Scale Retinex (SSR), Multi Scale Retinex (MSR) and Single scale Self Quotient (SSQ) methods. The Approximate (LL) band of DWT is used to extract one hundred EDBC features. In addition, Schur, Hessenberg and QR matrix decompositions are applied individually on pre-processed images and added. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied on the decomposition sum to yield another one hundred features. The combination EDBC and SVD features are final features. City-block or Euclidean Distance (ED) measures are used to generate the results. Performance on YALE, GTAV and ORL face datasets is better compared to other existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart verification and recognition of objects in any scenario is elusive. Methods adopted for recognizing the objects are made automated timely as applied to many areas including in industries [1] , social security or consumer electronics. The transformation occurred during the decade back that the machines / robots replacing the humans for many services. From object to human recognition, the technology uses different metrological [2] parameters. Human recognition systems has major role in many real time situations. Various proposed methods by many researchers have bounded solutions. Biometric solutions are the remedy for many subtle issues compared with conventional ways. Human body consists of many distinct physical structures such as some sense organs, hand, face and voice, gait, expression are few behavioral traits. These biometric parameters are used either individually or in combined manner in various applications. The real time implementation methods are classified based on features and images [3] . The feature based method extracts attributes from components of an image e.g. eyes, nose, mouth and other parts of face, but image based methods considers different regions or structures of image. The smile expression recognition [4] is becoming indispensible to interact with computers. In spite of illumination, occlusion, pose variations during image acquisition, the range or distance [5] also affects the image quality and performance of the system. When an input image is degraded or corrupted by noise from any means, it is corrected and improved in quality by preprocessing [6] . Remaining steps of declaring results of a system includes; dimension reduction / feature extraction and comparison. Many researchers work for improving the recognition performance by proposing new tools and techniques for preprocessing, feature extraction and matching. The real time implementations require resources with high computational capacity [7] in law enforcement applications. Face recognition accuracy is influenced by number of images used for training, image size and number of classes. Digital signal processors [8] cater the hardware implementation of face recognition systems from video input. Execution time of algorithms should be as less as possible to cope up with the varying constraints. Faster algorithms are developed by reducing the dimension of data e.g. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Fisher's Linear Discriminant (FLD) [9] , Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Other approaches using descriptors such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [10] and Directional Binary Codes (DBC) [11] are proposed for textures and edge information extraction respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the necessary literature survey. The proposed MDE -D3S FR model is explained in Section III. Algorithm of the proposed work is discussed in section IV. Performance is analyzed in section V and concluded in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Zheng-Hai Huang et al., [12] proposed two feature extraction methods for face recognition by pixel and feature level fusion. It uses top level wavelet sub bands in combination with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for fusion. The proposed scheme is robust on FERET, ORL and AR face databases. Shahan Nercessian et al., [13] introduced parameterized logarithmic dual tree complex wavelet transform and its application to image fusion. It is a nonlinear way of processing images in image processing framework used for image analysis. The results are qualitatively and quantitatively better compared to other fusion algorithms.
Aruni Singh and Sanjay Kumar Singh [14] addressed face tampering effect on four face recognition algorithm categories. Accuracy of each algorithm is varying and unpredictable. Performance is tested on PIE, AR, Yale B and their own face databases. It is concluded by developing a gradient based method for face tampering detection. Chung-Hao Chen et al., [15] proposed an automated method for computer based face recognition for surveillance application. It can be used for customized sensor design with given illuminations. The Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) cameras used covers panoramic area and yield high resolution images. Mapping algorithm derives the orientation between two PTZ cameras and relative positioning using unified polynomial model. Experimental results prove the reduction in computational complexity by improving flexibility.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The details of the work proposed is discussed in this section. The algorithm consists of steps such as Preprocessing, DWT, EDBC [16] , Matrix decompositions, SVD and Matching to yield the results. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed DWT -EDBC and three Decompositions with SVD based Face Recognition (MDE -D3S FR) model.
A. Databases
Three publically available Yale, GTAV and ORL face databases are used to test the performance. Figure 2 shows the one sample image each of Yale, GTAV and ORL face database.
B. Pre-processing
Three methods out of fourteen Illumination Normalization techniques for robust Face recognition (IN-Face) toolbox [20] , [21] are used to perform preprocessing. Single Scale Retinex (SSR) algorithm, Multi Scale Retinex (MSR) algorithm and Single scale Self Quotient image (SSQ) are used to process input images in the proposed work.
(i) SSR algorithm [22] is based on Retinex theory [23] , which uses flux independent image representation. [25] is defined as the ratio of original image and smoothened image. Gaussian filters are used for smoothing with size 7 and the bandwidth parameter is 1. SQI representation is illumination free and has invariant properties for shadow, shading and edge regions. Preprocessing effect of three different methods on YALE data base image is depicted in Figure 3 .
C. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
The preprocessed images of size 100*100 are transformed using one level DWT with Haar wavelet. It produces LL, LH, HL, and HH sub bands corresponding to Approximate, Horizontal, Vertical, and diagonal details of input image and the size of each sub band is 50*50. LL sub band is used as input to next step. The two dimensional DWT is obtained by successively applying DWT on rows and columns of image matrix respectively. The dimension is reduced by using Decimation factor of two. The general Equation of DWT [26] for a function f(x) is given in (1).
Where j, k are integers, and ψ(t) is the Haar wavelet function given in Equation (2) .
D. Extended Directional Binary Codes (EDBC)
One hundred EDBC [16] cell is computed by taking the difference between current and neighboring pixel intensity along particular direction, then the difference is converted to binary using thresholding process. These binary digits are converted to decimal to get one coefficient. In this way one hundred coefficients are generated per direction. Corresponding feature coefficients in all directions are averaged to yield final EDBC features.
E. Matrix Decompositions
The combined effect of three matrix decompositions such as Schur, Hessenberg and QR are used on preprocessed images. The dimension of each image is remains unchanged by matrix decompositions.
Schur decomposition is computationally efficient and numerically stable [27] . Schur decomposition of a square matrix A is given in Equation (3). (ii) Hessenberg decomposition [28] results in a matrix with similar Eigen values of input matrix and has zero below the first sub-diagonal of a matrix. It uses lesser computations on dense non-symmetric matrices. (iii) QR decomposition converts the input matrix to unitary and upper triangular components using Householder transformation. The QR decomposition [29] works better with singular scatter matrices for large sizes. (iv) Average Overall Deviation (AOD) is computed for different image combinations using Equation (4) to illustrate to significance of matrix decompositions. It is defined as the ratio between the sum of elementary differences of two image matrices and total number of elements in each image.
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G. Matching
The proposed work uses City block and ED measure for calculating results. The results are computed for correct matching of a person under consideration. The general equation for Minkowski distance calculation is given in Equation (5).
Where P and Q are any two vectors and ‗n' is the total values of P and Q. The variable ‗x=1' for City block distance, x=2 for ED and x=∞ for Chebychev distance measures.
IV. ALGORITHM
Problem definition: Identifying a person by Face Recognition system using EDBC-DWT and SVD with Schur, Hessenberg and QR matrix Decompositions model (MDE-D3S FR).
Algorithm of the proposed MDE-D3S FR model is described in 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance is evaluated on three databases such as YALE, GTAV and ORL face databases. The proposed MDE-D3S FR model is tested using SSR, MSR and SSQ preprocessing methods with City-block or Euclidean matching methods.
A. Performance on YALE database
The Yale database images of faces for ten persons each with nine images per person is used for database. First image is used as the test image for FRR calculation and fifth out of database image of five persons is used for FAR calculation. Performance is verified for individual matrix decompositions such as Schur, Hessenberg and QR with MSR preprocessing. It is observed that each of the three matrix decompositions yields maximum recognition accuracy of 80% with the proposed work. When all these matrices are arithmetically added the recognition rate is improved by 10% as compared to individual performances. Even the combined effect of any two decompositions does not improve the accuracy Input: Database and query images of face Output: Recognition / Refutation of a person. 1. Preprocessing is performed using SSR, MSR and SSQ methods, then resized to 100*100 dimension. 2. DWT is applied and Approximate band (LL) of 50*50 size is considered. 3. LL image matrix is converted to 100 cells, where individual cell size is 5*5. 4. Eight directional derivatives (EDBC) are computed for each cell. 5. From each cell a 9-bit code is generated in 8-directions, and then its decimal equivalent is calculated. 6. One hundred features from each direction are generated and respectively averaged with all 8-directions to constitute 100-EDBC features. 7. Schur, Hessenberg and QR matrix decompositions are applied on preprocessed image separately and added linearly. of the system. % FRR, %FAR and %RR are computed to justify the effect of preprocessing techniques used in the proposed work. From Table 5 , the maximum %RR resulted for three preprocessing methods are 80, 90, and 90 respectively for SSR, MSR, and SSQ with the proposed algorithm. The City-block or Minkowski distance (x=3) measure yielding better results than Euclidean distance on Yale face database. Equal Error Rate (EER), Optimum % RR, and Maximum %RR metrics are compared for SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods using the proposed work on YALE database. EER is obtained when FAR and FRR are equal and Optimum % RR is calculated at EER. From Table 6 , minimum EER of 13 is obtained for MSR preprocessing method, but the Optimum % RR and Maximum %RR are 78 and 90 respectively. Figure 5 shows the plot of FAR and FRR versus Threshold on YALE database using MSR preprocessing. Table 7 compares the Maximum %RR of other algorithms with proposed work. It is justified that our work is outperforming in terms of Maximum %RR compared to [31] and [32] , but comparable with [33] , which has marginal difference of 0.67. 
B. Performance on GTAV database
The GTAV database images of faces for thirty persons each with sixteen images per person is used for database. One image is used as the test image for FRR calculation and tenth out of database image of ten persons is used for FAR calculation. The performance of with SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods are in Table 8 . The Maximum %RR of 90, 90, and 93.33 is obtained for SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods respectively. ED is used to compute the results on GTAV face database. The metrics such as EER, Optimum % RR, and Maximum %RR are compared in Table 9 for SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods in the proposed work. Minimum EER of 19 is obtained for SSQ preprocessing method, but the Optimum % RR and Maximum %RR are 75 and 93.33 respectively. Figure 6 depicts the plot of FAR and FRR versus Threshold on GTAV database using SSQ preprocessing. Table 10 Compares the maximum %RR of other algorithm with the proposed work. It is justified that the Maximum %RR is higher compared to [34] on GTAV face database. ED is used to compute the results on GTAV face database. Method Maximum % RR ALBP +BCD [31] 71.9 WM(2D) 2 PCA [32] 80.77 GABOR +DTW [33] 90.67 Proposed MDE-D3S FR model 90 
C. Performance on ORL database
The ORL database images of faces for twelve persons each with eight images per person is used for database. One image is used as the test image for FRR calculation and ninth out of database image of twenty eight persons is used for FAR calculation. Performance of the proposed algorithm with preprocessing methods such as SSR, MSR, and SSQ is in Table 11 . The Maximum %RR attained is 100 for all the three preprocessing methods. ED is used to compute the results on ORL face database.
Performance metrics for the proposed work such as EER, Optimum % RR, and Maximum %RR are tabulated in Table 12 for SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods. EER is minimum of 16 for SSR preprocessing method, but the Optimum % RR and Maximum %RR are 85 and 100 respectively. Table 13 Compares the Maximum %RR of other algorithms such as [32] , [33] , [35] , [36] and [37] with proposed work, which proves by attaining the maximum value. The plot of FAR and FRR versus Threshold on ORL database using SSR preprocessing is in Figure 7 .
The reasons for result improvement are; SSR, MSR, and SSQ preprocessing methods used are linear in process to reduce the nonlinear effect of image details. Irrespective of the image information contained before preprocessing, the output image is normalized using Gaussian filters, to yield smooth image. The Approximate band of DWT has linear relationship with the input image, but neglects the edge information. EDBC extracts directional information related to high frequency details affined to edges and other variations of the image. Hence EDBC features have good discrimination power among different persons. Schur, Hessenberg and QR matrix decompositions are individually nonlinear in nature, but have less number of nonzero coefficients when all are combined. It is found by analysis that the matrix decompositions are able to discriminate different persons efficiently, but has more similarities between the images of a same person. Singular values of SVD have bounded good energy, as the ratio of input and output is 10:1.
Fusing EDBC and SVD features has good discrimination ability between two different persons and it is justified from [33] 86.38 Gabor + SVM RFE [35] 93.5 OOLPP2+SVM2 [36] 94 BTSS [37] 99.5
Proposed MDE-D3S FR model 100 
VI. CONCLUSION
Person recognition using faces have no unique solutions in multidimensional constraints environment. The MDE-D3S FR model proposed in this work, utilizes three preprocessing methods such as SSR, MSR, and SSQ. DWT is applied on preprocessed image of size 100*100. On the LL band of DWT, EDBC is applied to extract one hundred features. In other part of the algorithm, preprocessed image is decomposed using Schur, Hessenberg and QR methods and SVD is applied on the sum of three decompositions to get another one hundred features. EDBC and SVD features are linearly added to yield final one hundred features. The matching results using City-block or Euclidean Distance (ED) measures are computed. The performance on three publically available databases such as YALE, GTAV and ORL are superior compared with other existing methods. 
